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The Britannia 250 fleet, comprising 19 C Mk 1 and 3 
C Mk 2, joined the RAF in June 1959 and served 
with 99 and 511 Sqns till January 1976 when the 
entire fleet was sold on the civilian market. I have 
fond memories of flying in, and maintaining, this 
type of aircraft from 1970 to 1972 and the Roden 
release of a new 1/144 kit in Sep 15 was, therefore, 
an opportunity not to be missed.

An initial disappointment came with the box art on 
Roden kit no 312 which shows 
G-ANBE - a Britannia 102 of BOAC. These aircraft 
were 14 feet shorter than the RAF version. 
However, the fuselage halves in the kit are for the 
long-bodied 200/300 series aircraft so no cutting 
and plugging is needed. The kit decals are for a 
BOAC 312 series aircraft (G-AOVB) despite the 
decal placement sheet still showing the 102 series! 

(The initial production run of this kit apparently contained decals for G-ANBE which Roden agreed to exchange for 
G-AOVB. If anyone has a kit with decals for G-ANBE hang on to it; it will become very rare)!

Whether it is misty-eyed nostalgia or not I thoroughly enjoyed the 45 hours spent on producing this model, 
especially the application of the decals from the 26 Silk decal sheet No STS 44246. This allows production of any 
of the 23 aircraft in the RAF fleet with their fleet names. The model shows C Mk 2 - XN 404 - Canopus of 99 Sqn 
in January 1970 as it appeared when I boarded for a flight to Akrotiri, and I was to see this aircraft many times in 
the next 3 years. 
One thing you may wish to ponder; the C Mk 2 aircraft were Britannia series 252 whilst the C Mk 1 aircraft were 
Britannia series 253, so the question is raised as to how the RAF applied Mk 1 to an aircraft built after the one 
they called Mk 2!

When building RAF transport aircraft of the 60‛s to 70‛s period good references are needed. Initially, the aircraft 
were titled ROYAL AIR FORCE TRANSPORT COMMAND but, on 31 July 1967, they became ROYAL AIR FORCE 
AIR SUPPORT COMMAND. Later still, they just carried the title ROYAL AIR FORCE. Your choice of titling 
determines the type of finish on the model. If you choose TRANSPORT COMMAND then fuselage tops and fin are 
white with the blue cheat line, but the rest of the airframe is polished metal with black propeller blades and yellow 
tips. Post July 1967, the white top/blue cheat line was retained whilst the rest of the airframe was finished in 
Light Aircraft Grey with grey prop blades and red/white/red tips.

One other feature of the RAF aircraft was the addition of a Doppler 
radar housing under the centre fuselage in place of the towel rack 
aerials carried by civilian aircraft and, of course, the forward freight 
door which rarely appeared in airline service until the RAF fleet was 
sold.

Build notes for this kit will appear in due course and one or two issues do 
need attention, but there is nothing beyond the skill of the average 
builder. My conclusion is that this is a great kit that captures the real 
aircraft very well indeed and is a pleasure to build.
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